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Cultural diversity, cultural heritage and human rights: towards 
heritage management as human rights-based cultural practice 
William Logan 
School of History, Heritage and Society, Deakin University, Burwood, VIC, Australia 
The present article investigates the linkages between conserving cultural 
heritage, maintaining cultural diversity and enforcing human rights. While there 
seems to be a growing awareness of these linkages in international heritage and 
human rights circles, they remain poorly understood by many heritage practitio-
ners who see their conservation work merely as a technical matter. The article 
argues that it is essential for practitioners engaged in heritage conservation 
projects to understand the broader economic, political and social context of their 
work. However, heritage scholars and teachers, too, need to recognise that there 
can be many motives behind official heritage interventions, that such action is 
sometimes taken primarily to achieve political goals, and that it can undermine 
rather than strengthen community identity, cultural diversity and human rights. 
Such a reorientation is an extension of the paradigm shift in which heritage is 
understood as cultural practice. In this more critical heritage studies discipline 
human rights are brought to the foreground as the most significant part of the 
international heritage of humanity. 
Introduction 
The present article traces the growing awareness of the fundamental linkage 
between conserving cultural heritage, maintaining cultural diversity and enforcing 
human rights. It argues that such awareness supports a re-conception of heritage 
conservation as a form of cultural practice in which human rights-based approaches 
can be well accommodated. The present article is based on my contribution to the 
introductory chapter of the book Cultural Diversity, Heritage and Human Rights 
(Langfield et al. 2010), which I edited with Professors Michele Langfield and 
Mairead Nie Craith. It is also informed by the work being done at the Office of the 
United Nations High Commission for Human Rights (OHCHR) in Geneva by Ms 
Farida Shaheed, a Pakistani sociologist who was appointed as an independent expert 
in August 2009 to investigate cultural rights over a three-year period. In 2011, she 
chose to focus on access to, and enjoyment of, cultural heritage as a cultural right. 
This was seen to be of particular concern because: 'ensuring access to cultural 
heritage is a precondition for fostering dialogue and understanding across cultures 
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and. civilizations a~d therefore, for creating an environment which enables the pro-
motion and protect10n of human rights for all' (OHCHR 2010). 
A consultative meeting in February 2011 brought together a small group of law-
~ers, academics an~ practitioners working at the human rights and cultural heritage 
rnterface. The meetmg was useful in raising ideas that may well come to shape heri-
tage theory. and practice in coming years - in particular concerning the adoption of 
a hu~an nghts-based approach to management in the heritage field as has been 
occumng throughout the United Nations system. The meeting ended with general 
agreement that we need now to move on to clarify what this means to people on 
the gr~und - to the stakeholders, including official decision-makers, heritage 
p~ofess10nals and the community to which the heritage belongs. By fortunate coin-
cidence the workshop of Norway International Council on Monuments and Sites 
(ICOMOS), the Norwegian Centre for Human Rights and the Norwegian Helsinki 
Committee had been held in Oslo in March 2011 and aimed to address this critical 
issue, at least insofar as the management of World Heritage sites is concerned. 
Ms Shaheed's repoi: (UN Human Rights Council [UNHRC] 2011a) was pre-
sented to the UNHRC m Geneva on 21 March 2011 and launched publicly at the 
end of May. On 1 June 2011, she convened a working meeting of representatives 
of UNESCO and its advisory bodies - ICOMOS, the International Union for the 
Conservation of Nature (illCN) and the International Centre for the Study of the 
Preservation and Restoration of Cultural Property (ICCROM) - the under the World 
l_feritage ~onvention (UNESCO 1972) (UNHRC 2011b). Here, as in the consulta-
tive meetmg, the discussion focused on a series of key questions: What tools are 
necessa~ to promote a. hu~an rights-based approach to cultural heritage matters, 
such as mstruments, gmdelmes and monitoring? What are the priorities for action? 
Wh~t. kind of cooperation among stakeholders could be envisaged? How can the 
dec1s10n-makers and professionals working in cultural heritage be better convinced 
to adopt a human rights foundation for their work? 
At the ~entre of these con.siderations are the three concepts of cultural diversity, 
cultural hentage and human nghts. These concepts have been researched widely for 
more than half a century since the Untied Nations and UNESCO were formed 
(1945 and 1946, respectively) and the Universal Declaration of Human Rights 
(UDHR) was ado~ted in 1948. In the scholarly world, however, the concepts have 
tended to be studied separately, with the various disciplines focusing more on one 
concept than the .others. This has been a limited approach given that the concepts 
developed alongside each other and are inextricably linked. Recognition of the link-
age betw~en ~he concepts "'.ill influence the way in which the purpose of heritage 
conservation 1s seen and hentage protection work is carried out. 
The academic world seems to have lagged behind the international committees 
and secretariats of the global heritage bodies where the linkage appears to be well 
understood. For example, in 2008, ICOMOS ranked human rights issues associated 
with heri~a~e (bo~h natural. and cultural) as one of seven 'new and complex global 
pressure~ 1mpactmg negatively on conservation outcomes (ICOMOS 2008, p. 5). 
Meanwhile, the illCN has already commenced framing a rights-based approach to 
the management of Natural World Heritage sites (illCN 2011). 
The linka~e remains poorly understood by heritage conservation professionals in 
many countnes, however, even where heritage conservation has been well 
established. The p_res~nt article argues that heritage identification, inscription, man-
agement and momtonng form a cultural practice set in a broad economic, political 
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and social context. With such a reconceptualisation, heritage professionals can better 
see that official heritage interventions have many motives, are used to achieve polit-
ical aims, and, at their worst, may undermine rather than strengthen community 
identity, cultural diversity and human rights. The March 2011 Oslo workshop was 
another step towards bringing the message home to heritage practitioners operating 
at the world, national and local levels. The present article suggests that human 
rights can and should be brought to the centre of conse~ation. a~tivity, both a~ a 
theme in heritage identification and as a set of pohcy pnnc1ples underlymg 
conservation processes. 
Setting agendas 
In the mid-twentieth century, during the last stage of World War II, a series of 
meetings held in the Bretton Woods in the USA led to the establishment of the 
United Nations Organization (UN) and the 'specialised agencies' associated with 
but independent of it, such as the World Health Organization (WHO), Food and 
Agricultural Organization (FAO), United Nations Children's Fund (UNICEF), 
International Labour Organization (ILO), as well as the International Monetary 
Fund (IMF), the World Bank and, in the heritage field, United Nations Educational, 
Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO). One of the UN's chief ambitions 
was to anchor a new world order on the concept of human rights. It sought, too, to 
encourage co-operation between nation-states in solving international economic, 
social, cultural and humanitarian problems as a means of securing and maintaining 
peace. In this, however, development of the cultural aspects proved to be relatively 
slow on the whole. Although the UN does not play a direct role in cultural heritage 
conservation, some of its activities have, nevertheless, gradually come to have an 
effect on heritage, especially through the promotion of cultural diversity and human 
rights. 
The concept and discourse of human rights has been described as a unique 
product of modernity, with so-called 'first generation' human rights - civil and 
political rights - emerging in the Age of Enlightenment in the seventeenth and 
eighteenth centuries in response to the growing military and coercive power of the 
new nation-states (Chen 2006, p. 487). After World War II and the Holocaust, an 
awareness of problems needing to be solved led to new attempts to create universal 
standards, especially the UN's 1948 UDHR. It should be noted that a conscious 
decision was made to focus on individual rather than group or community rights. 
Article 22 of the UDHR makes this clear when it insists that: 'Everyone ... is enti-
tled to the realization, through national efforts and international co-operation ... , of 
the economic, social and cultural rights indispensable for his dignity and the free 
development of his personality'. The tension between collective and individual 
rights bedevils theory and practice - a point returned to later. 
What is referred to as 'second generation' human rights - that is, social and 
economic rights - did not emerge strongly until later, in the 1960s, in response to 
the new forms of social and economic inequality produced by capitalism and indus-
trialisation (Chen 2006, p. 506) and in the context of the Cold War and decolonisa-
tion (Yusuf 2005). The principles captured in the UDHR were transferred into two 
UN instruments adopted in 1966 - the International Covenant on Civil and Political 
Rights (ICCPR) and the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural 
Rights (ICESC). It was soon recognised that cultural rights must be carried by 
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right~-h~l~ers to have any meaning in practice and that this applied more to groups 
than mdlVl~ua~s (Sten er Ekern, ~ersonal communication, 14 July 2011 ). The context 
o~ de~~lomsation had the particular impact of making 'the people' rather than 
mmo~ties ~he. relevant ~oup for carrying rights, with the emphasis on the people 
who hve w1thm the state s boundaries rather than those who share the culture. 
These two covenants are increasingly recognised to have relevance for the 
managem_ent of cultural heritage. While not specifically mentioning cultural heri-
~age, A:11cle 15. of the latter instrument affirms that states party to the covenant 
recognize the nght of everyone ... to take part in cultural life'. In the same year 
19.66,. UNESCO's General Conference went further, adopting a Declaration on th~ 
Prmc1ples of Inte~ational Cultural Cooperation that asserted more clearly the link 
between ~uman nghts, human dignity and culture: 'Each culture has a dignity and 
value wh1c~ must be ;espec;ed an~ p~eserve~', 'every people has the right and duty 
to develop its culture and In their nch vanety and diversity, . . . all cultures form 
part of the common heritage belonging to all mankind'. 
It .wa~ in the .optimistic, modernist spirit that UNESCO and the other global 
orgamsat10ns specifically focused on cultural heritage - the International Council on 
Museums, (ICOM)~ the ICC~O'.M and ICOMOS - were established (Logan 2002). 
UNESCO s foundmg constitut10n makes clear the organisation's ambitions and 
clearly c~nnects the. trilogy of concepts which the present article is exploring. Adopted~ London m November 1945, it starts with the key sentence: 'That since 
wars begm in the minds of men, it is in the minds of men that the defences of 
~eace must be constructed'. These words have remained even though the constitu-
tion has been. amend~d many tim~s. While reflecting the World War II context, they 
hold an ongomg soc10-psycholog1cal truth: that when meeting peoples with cultures 
that are strange to us, we react. too easily with hostility, rather than seeking to 
understand, accommodate, n~gotiate and compromise. Cultural diversity is, there-~ore, often the cause of conflict - or at least the excuse for it. International norma-
ti_ve s~ateme~ts insist, however, that humans have the right to maintain their d1vers~ty, their. own or their ~roup's identity, their cultural heritage. This is a process 
essen~1al~y of mtercultural dialogue and understanding, a process that the UNESCO 
constitu~10n from 1946 onwards has seen as being fundamental if greater tolerance 
and, ultimately, peace are to be achieved. 
UNESCO's Culture Sector remains relatively small in terms of budget and 
personnel. Even so, its remit has grown over 60 years and especially since the 
Wo~ld Co~ference on Cultural Policies held in Mexico City in 1982, when the 
not10n of ~ulture' was broadened from a narrow, high art definition to a more 
~nthropolog1cal one t~king in the 'whole complex of distinctive spiritual, material, 
mtellectual and emot10nal features that characterize a society and social group' 
(UNESCO World Conference on Cultural Policies 1982). It was this shift that ulti-
n:ately ma~e possible the expansion of UNESCO's heritage activities from the tan-
gible - hentage ~laces under t~e World He~tage Convention (UNESCO 1972) and 
artefacts through its work relatmg to collect10ns management, libraries archives and 
n_iuseums - to the i~tangible cultural heritage - practices, represent;tions, expres-
s10~s, knowledge, skills, such as language, oral history, song, dance, music, as well 
as mtellectual property - under the Convention for the Safeguarding of Intangible 
Cultural Heritage (UNESCO 2003). 
. D~ring the 1990s the ~ultural diversity theme, and especially the protection of 
d1vers1ty, emerged as a major focus of UNESCO activities, in large part because of 
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fears that globalisation was threatening the survival of the world's cultural diversity 
(Logan 2007a, p. 36). The UN's 'Decade for Cultura~ Development' (198.8-.1997), 
which had cultural diversity as a key theme, ended with the World Comm1ss10n on 
Culture and Development presenting its final report under the title Our Creative 
Diversity (UN 1995). In October 2000, UNESCO's Exec~tive Board i~vite? t~e 
Director-General to prepare a declaration aimed at 'promotmg cultural d1vers1ty m 
the context of globalization'. The result was the Universal Declaration on Cultural 
Diversity (UNESCO 2000), adopted by UNESCO's General Conference in 2001. 
UNESCO's website refers to it as the founding act of a new ethic for the 
twenty-first century, providing the international community, for the first time, with a 
'wide-ranging standard-setting instrument to underpin its conviction that respect for 
cultural diversity and intercultural dialogue is one of the surest guarantees of 
development and peace'. This was followed by the Johannesburg World Summit on 
Sustainable Development in September 2002, which adopted a declaration that 
recognises cultural diversity as a collective force that must be promoted to ensure 
sustainable development. 
By 2000, the UNESCO Director-General, Koichiro Matsuura, had ~ut in pl~ce a 
scheme called 'Proclamation of Master Pieces of the Oral and Intangible Hentage 
of Humanity', which was to be the advance guard of the Convention for the Safe-
guarding of Intangible Cultural Heritage (UNESCO 2003). The intention was to 
recognise and manage embodied cultural heritage in societies where perhaps the 
built heritage was less significant. The push to protect intangible as well as tangible 
heritage can be seen, therefore, as a further step in recognising cultural diversity, 
and the Convention for the Safeguarding of Intangible Cultural Heritage (UNESCO 
2003) and the International Convention on the Protection of the Diversity of Cul-
tural Contents and Artistic Expressions (UNESCO 2005) seek to engage states in 
binding legal instruments representing a commitment to cultural diversity. 
At the same time as human rights notions were being incorporated into the heri-
tage discourse, instruments and practice, the reverse was also happening: human 
rights experts started to become aware of cultural heritage and to incorporate it into 
their work. From the 1960s, cultural heritage was subsumed within cultural rights, 
as in, for instance, the argument that the maintenance of one's culture was a funda-
mental 'cultural right'. Today the position taken in the ICCPR of 1966 is now well 
accepted in international human rights discourse and the programmes of global 
organisations; that is: 
In those States in which ethnic, religious or linguistic minorities exist persons belong-
ing to such minorities shall not be denied the right, in c?mmunity.~ith other membe~s 
of their group, to enjoy their own culture, to profess their own rehg10n, or to use their 
own language. (ICCPR 1966, Article 27) 
It was this agenda set by the ICCPR that UNESCO sought to extend with its own 
normative statements, notably the 2001 Universal Declaration on Cultural Diversity 
(UNESCO 2000), which declares in Article 5 that: 
Cultural rights are an integral part of human rights, which are universal, indivisible 
and interdependent. The flourishing of creative diversit)'. requires the full implementa-
tion of cultural rights ... All persons have therefore the nght ~o exp:ess themsel:res and 
to create and disseminate their work in the language of their chmce, and particularly 
in their mother tongue; all persons are entitled to quality education and training that 
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fully res~ect their _cultur_al identity; and all persons have the right to participate in the 
cultural hfe of their ch01ce and conduct their own cultural practices subject to respect 
for human rights and fundamental freedoms. ' 
Gaps and inconsistencies 
?iffer~nt type~ of cultural heritage raise different human rights issues. Managing 
mtangible hentage has the most direct and difficult human rights implications 
be~ause ,we are d_ealing with embodied and living heritage. It is ethically impossible 
to own people m the way that we can own, buy and sell, destroy, rebuild or pre-
serv~ the ta~gible heritage of places and artifacts (Logan 2007a, p. 37). Looking at 
tangible hentage and UNESCO's flagship programme, World Heritage, we can talk 
abou: h~man rights ~oth as a theme that can be used to justify listing and as a set 
of pnnciples underlymg the processes and practices employed at the various stages 
of World Heritage nomination, inscription, management and monitoring. 
On the first front, it is surprising that human rights feature so little as a key uni-
versal value and reason for the inscription of historic sites. Robben Island is there 
certainly, inscribed for its link with Nelson Mandela and the fight against apartheid'. 
But where are sites reminding the world of the democratic and/or independence 
~tru~gles of racial and ethnic groups elsewhere? Goree in Senegal is inscribed for 
its hnk _to the New World slave trade that ended in the nineteenth century, but what 
about sites to commemorate the end of colonialism? Auschwitz-Birkenau and Hiro-
shima's Genbaku Dome are symbols of technological warfare and provide moral 
lessons to us all, but what about other genocides and massacres? 
In th_e Geneva Con_sultative Group meeting referred to previously it was necessary 
to exp lam the broadenmg of the conception of cultural heritage that has occurred over 
the last 30 y~ar~ - from those things inherited from previous generations that give us 
a sense of digmty, worth and identity as a community, to things about which we are 
not proud but which remind us of errors made in the past and from which we can 
leai:n so that such errors are never repeated. Heritage results from a selection process; 
hentage values are attributed, not inherent. The Geneva group asked: How do some 
inhe?ted things become regarded as 'significant'? What is the process? Who does the 
valm~g?_ Usually g~vernments are responsible for the recognition of significant heri-
tage m hsts and registers, but they are not always the leaders in creating significance. 
My recent work on war-related sites in Asia - Dien Bien Phu and Long Tan in Viet-
nam, the Thai-Burma Railway and Gapyong in Korea - shows that it was the men 
and ~omen involved in the events themselves who first articulated the significance of 
the sites and started the process of memorialisation, with governments later being 
drawn into the process (Logan and Nguyen 2012). 
Nevertheless, governments are responsible for the official lists and they 
generally define th~ official heritage to reflect what the dominant socio-political 
group or groups m a particular jurisdiction think is significant. At a local 
(sub-national) level, however, communities also have their own sense of what is 
significant. Unofficial or community definitions are articulated by community lead-
ers. But community dynamics are often problematic. The question sometimes arises 
as to w~ether the community leaders are representative of the community in a 
democratic sense. There is always potential for conflict between the views of the 
community leaders and individual members of the community. Do individuals have 
the right to reject the group heritage? In all cases, official and unofficial definition 
is linked to power structures in society. ' 
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The political character of heritage decision-making is seen increasingly in the 
World Heritage system. In a recent paper (Logan forthcoming) on this topic I dis-
cuss how a range of problems confronting inscribed sites around the world has led 
to criticism of UNESCO and the World Heritage system. In fact, I argue, much of 
that criticism is misdirected. The operation of the global system is dependent on the 
goodwill and collaboration of the State Parties to the Worl~ Heritage _Conv~ntion. 
But many, if not all, State Parties seek to use World Hentage to smt their own 
national needs and in so doing act against the universalist principles underlying 
UNESCO's mission and the World Heritage system. 
Much of UNESCO's difficulty lies in its nature as an inter-governmental organi-
sation, made up of State Parties for which national self-interest normally takes the 
upper hand. Returning for a moment to the small number of sites on the World Her-
itage List related thematically to human rights, the difficulty lies primarily with the 
State Parties. Difficult sites are unlikely to be listed if this causes embarrassment or 
offence to the State Party. Olwen Beazley (2010) reveals the intense international 
politics that were played out behind the nomination and inscription of the Genbaku 
Dome and attempts by the USA to derail the process. The cultural landscape of 
Dien Bien Phu in Vietnam, is another revealing site (see Logan and Nguyen 2012). 
Here, according to noted historian Stanley Kamow (quoted in Simpson 1994, p. xi), 
one of the greatest battles in history took place in 1954. Not only were the French 
troops re-routed, but European colonialism in Asia effectively came to an end. How 
would France react to a Vietnamese nomination of the site? By recognising the 
human rights dimensions of colonisation, which is of course easier to do in hind-
sight, the tension around nominating a place like Dien Bien Phu for inscription 
would be defused and heritage intervention turned into a vehicle for further recon-
ciliation. 
National and sub-national heritages in conflict 
Clearly, the implementation of conservation programmes based on the interlocking 
concepts of cultural diversity, heritage and human rights is far from simple or easy. 
Part of the problem lies in the contradictions and inconsistencies in the way the 
concepts themselves are conceived and used or misused. So far, the present article 
has been focused on agenda-setting at the global level, referring to the tensions at 
play between global institutions and nation-states. Let us now tum to the tensions 
that exist within states between national and sub-national, or 'local', values. Here 
we see conflicts arising all round the world when an official version of heritage is 
promoted by national governments, commonly as part of a 'nation-building strat-
egy' to achieve political stability and social cohesion, but through the exclusion of 
minority group views. Thus, while cultural heritage can be a unifying force, empha-
sising a nation's shared identity, often non-democratic governments, especially in 
multi-ethnic states, force groups to adopt the dominant culture, leading to the 
destruction of minority cultural identity. Insistence on unity around a single heritage 
can also be used to encourage community involvement in wars, even ethnic cleans-
ing and genocide. 
Taking an Asian example, Janette Philp (2010) outlines the politicisation of 
Myanmar's cultural heritage under the military rule of the State Peace and Develop-
ment Council (SPDC). In order to assimilate the country's diverse ethnic and 
religious cultures into a single national identity, the SPDC junta has promoted 
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cultural values that are historically connected with the monarchy and Buddhism, 
thereby legitimising its own political authority. The cultural heritage of other ethnic 
and religious minority groups such as the Karen and Shan is ignored. Building 
human rights into heritage policy would require acknowledgment of the multi-
cultural nature of Myanmar's population and definition of the national heritage in 
more inclusive ways. This would help defuse inter-ethnic conflict as well as bring 
Myanmar back into line with the universalistic principles underlying the UDHR. 
Myanmar (then Burma), it should be remembered, was one of the countries support-
ing the UDHR's adoption at the UN in 1948. 
There are some inspiring examples of states making efforts to ensure the repre-
sentation of ethnic and racial minorities in the national story. One such is the 
'Embedding Shared Heritage' project in London, outlined by Clara Arokiasamy 
(2012), a project that seeks to ensure the heritage of London's African and Asian 
immigrant groups is acknowledged. However, despite such efforts, it is clear that 
the imposition of a mainstream heritage by national governments onto ethnic minor-
ities is common across the world. Also problematic, and recognised as a fundamen-
tal violation of human rights, are situations involving Indigenous minorities since 
the Indigenes are seen to have been displaced from their lands and their cultures 
undermined by the new settlers arriving - or 'invading' - from other parts of the 
world. While this might particularly apply to states in the New World, there are 
examples in Norway, as discussed by Gro Ween (2012), or Brittany in France and 
Wales in the UK, where indigenous European communities - the Sarni, Bretons and 
Welsh - have been swamped and struggle to assert their cultural distinctiveness 
against the dominant majority. Taiwan and Indonesia are cases where Asian settlers 
now dominate over indigenous populations. 
In relation to World Heritage places, UNESCO has moved strongly in recent 
years to engage the local, and especially indigenous, communities in both heritage 
identification and management. The notion of 'World Heritage' is based on the idea 
of 'outstanding universal value' (OUV) but the OUV so defined may not always 
coincide with local ideas about what is significant heritage. UNESCO used the 
'Linking Universal and Local Values' conference held in Amsterdam in 2003 (pub-
lished in 2004 as World Heritage Papers No. 13 [UNESCO 2004]) to promote the 
view that heritage protection does not depend alone on top-down interventions by 
governments or the expert actions of heritage industry professionals, but must 
involve local communities. 
Dealing with indigenous heritage claims, however, presents many challenges. 
For most indigenous communities, culture and heritage are intimately associated 
with their lands (Gilbert 2010). The notion of cultural heritage of course covers tra-
ditional indigenous practices such as language, art, music, dance and song, as well 
as claims to ancestral human remains; however, for indigenous peoples, the preser-
vation of heritage is also deeply embedded in, and requires the protection of, tradi-
tional territory and its sacred sites. This puts indigenous groups into conflict with 
national governments on both political and economic fronts. Note that Australian 
and other indigenous groups insist that they are referred to not simply as 'communi-
ties', but as 'peoples', with peoples' rights to self-determination. While the settler 
populations in Australia, Canada and elsewhere may encourage minorities to co-
exist, they do not support the self-determination aspiration of some indigenous peo-
ples (Havemann 1999) or even the more conciliatory agenda of shared sovereignty 
and collective rights advocated by others. Australia ICOMOS runs a delicate line, 
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therefore, with its 2001 Statement on Indigenous Cultural Heritage, which, among 
other principles, asserts that: 'The Indigenous cultural heritage significance o~ places 
can only be determined by the Indigenous communities themselves' (Australia ICO-
MOS 2001). The Burra Charter (1999) also upholds the social and spiritual values 
of places and, although the term 'human rights' is not used, it is. im~licit in the Bur-
ra Charter, for it deals specifically with living culture as embodied m actual people, 
not simply the physical remains of societies belonging to the past (Silverman and 
Ruggles 2007, p. 7). 
Conflict between rights 
Human rights are often evoked when claims in favour of cultural diversity and heri-
tage (particularly intangible) are at stake. Paradoxically, h~wever, some attempts .to 
protect cultural heritage represent threats to other human nghts. ?ften groups cla!m 
a cultural practice as a human right, even though others may claim that the pra~tlce 
plainly contravenes human rights instruments and laws. .some forms of he~tage 
contravene the individual's right to take an independent hne and to choose his or 
her own lifestyle. That the area is fraught with major contradictions and 
inconsistencies was observed by the Academy of European Law (2005) when it 
pointed out that: 
Cultural rights are torn between two different but lin~ed m.eanings: first, as a s~b-c~te­
gory of human rights, cultural rights are endowed with umversal character, which. 1s a 
major characteristic and postulate of human rights as a whole; second, cultural nghts 
are clearly related to cultural diversity and cultural diversity is an obvious challenge to 
the very idea of universal human rights. 
Another major issue is that some of the cultural rights and values still practised by 
particular religious or ethnic groups contravene individual human rights or those of 
the less powerful groups in society, such as women and children, stateless persons 
and the poor. Cultural practices such as child sacrifice, genital mutilation, arranged 
marriages and gender-based requirements to cover the head and body in particular 
ways are cases in point. Some of these have been abandoned, or nearly so, but 
others are still alive, even growing. 
Those who framed the 2003 Intangible Convention sought to minimise such 
contradictions with the statement that: 
For the purposes of this Convention, consideration will be given solely to such intan-
gible cultural heritage as is compatible with existing human _ri.ghts instruments.' a~ :veil 
as with the requirements of mutual respect among commumties, groups and rnd1v1du-
als, and of sustainable development. (UNESCO 2003, Article 2) 
For many, however, the concern remains. Moghadam and Bagheritari (2007, p. 11) 
argue, for instance, that the cultural rights of women are not at all ensured by the 
Convention for Safeguarding Intangible Cultural Heritage. Their fundamental point 
is that '"culture" is not a valid justification for gender inequality' and it follows that 
cultural forms representing and perpetuating gender inequality should not be safe-
guarded. Farida Shaheed (UNHRC 201la) argues that there are some forms of 
cultural heritage that should be recorded and relegated to history rather than being 
protected as part of living heritage. But how would we select those forms of heri-
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tage to be dis~ouraged or abandoned? What criteria would be used? Clearly this is 
yet another mmefield at the heritage/human rights interface. 
I have explored this issue of rights in conflict elsewhere (Logan 2010), using 
the example of the Tay Nguyen hill tribes whose gong-playing skills were inscribed 
first as. one of UNESCO's 'Masterpieces of the Oral and Intangible Heritage of 
Humamty' and subsequently on the Representative List under the 2003 convention. 
The Ta~ Nguyen terri~ory in Vietnam's central uplands saw an outbreak of political 
an~ so~ial ~rb~lence m the early 2000s resulting from a mix of state-initiated popu-
lat10n m-m1gration, land tenure and land use changes and the intervention of Chris-
tian sects and diasporic political groups based in the USA. In this case the 
~ommunity_'s right. to protect traditional culture, including traditional religious prac-
tices, conflicted with the right of individuals to enjoy new religious experiences -
or t? abandon religion altogether. Indeed, the Tay Nguyen gong case raises a series 
of nghts-related questions critical to both cultural heritage theory and practice. How 
are the cultural nghts of ethnic minority groups best protected? How do we deal 
with ~itu~tions w~~re local communities prefer to achieve higher standards of living 
by re3ectmg tradition and modernising their cultures? Is the commodification of 
their cultures through cultural tourism a problem that requires a policy response? 
How do we deal in practice with situations where cultural heritage is used by pow-
erful actors, both _domestic and e~temal, to obtain political goals that are essentially 
~nrelated to hentage conservation? How do we respond as professionals to 
msta~ces :Vhere various claims to cultural practices based on human rights are in 
c~nfl1ct w~th each ?ther? Should a hierarchy of human rights be clearly established, 
with the nght_ to hfe at the top? Where would the cultural rights and the right to 
access and en3oy cultural heritage come within such a hierarchy? 
Eman Assi (2012) refers to the Palestinian city of Hebron in the Occupied West 
Bank, a hotspot in the long-running and intractable Arab-Israeli conflict. What 
makes it particularly difficult is that both sides claim the same fundamental rights -
to freedom of speech, association, assembly, religion and movement. Yet, when 
these freedoms are applied by two oppositional groups in the same contested terri-
to~ and wh~n the s.ides fail to respect the equality of each other's rights claims, a 
recipe for disaster 1s created. Assi shows how, under such circumstances local 
Pal~stinian. orga_nisati?ns s~ggle to protect their cultural heritage as a way ~f pro-
tectmg the1r nat10nal 1dent1ty; Israeli groups do the same Assi (2012). 
In unsta~le parts of the world, where fighting occurs over a protracted period, 
t~e destruct10n of cultural heritage is often both deliberate and devastating. As 
Silverman and Ruggles (2007, pp. 5-6) note: 'It is precisely because cultural heri-
tage is a significant aspect of identity that it is the arena where conflict occurs'. The 
rep~ir and rebuilding of physical heritage, as well as the recovery of less tangible 
hentage such as community beliefs and traditions, is sometimes difficult to achieve. 
Th~r~ is,. however, a. growing acceptance among practitioners that cultural heritage 
p~h~ies m post-confl1~t z?nes cannot proceed in isolation but must be incorporated 
w1thm the broader ob3ectives of redevelopment and recovery, including the accom-
modation of cultural diversity and human rights. 
A new paradigm: heritage conservation as human rights-based cultural practice 
!t is now 60 years since the UDHR was adopted by the UN as a key instrument in 
its programme to reduce conflicts between peoples of different cultures. Despite 
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this human rights issues feature little in the literature of the interdisciplinary field 
of ~ultural heritage studies (Logan 2008, p. 441). Conferences, workshops and their 
associated reports and proceedings sometimes see the need to protect minority 
cultures as part of a more inclusive, even democratic approach to heritage conserva-
tion. Several books and chapters now find solutions in the notions of multicultural-
ism and cosmopolitanism (Bennett 2006, Ashworth et al. 2007, Harrison 2010). A 
few anthropological works have specifically focused on human rights (Cowan et al. 
2001, Goodale 2006, 2009), but elsewhere in the heritage discourse the link with 
cultural rights or human rights is not directly made, even when the maintenance of 
cultural diversity is discussed and advocated. 
Heritage professionals in the past have commonly seen cultural heritage protec-
tion as either a technical or a management matter - a matter of applying the best or 
latest scientific solution or the appropriate management strategy to preserve or 
restore an artefact, monument or site (Logan 2008, p. 439). This was never true; 
heritage protection has always been about resource management and resource allo-
cation and, therefore, always had a powerful political dimension. With the focus 
shifting towards intangible forms of heritage - 'living heritage embodied in people' " 
- efforts to protect heritage are more likely to run up against what many people 
consider to be infringements of human rights. However, the paradigm has shifted so 
that cultural heritage in both its formation and protection is now best seen as cul-
tural practice and, like other forms of cultural practice, only understandable in the 
broad context of economic, social and political factors. Heritage is constructed, 
benefitting some people but often affecting others negatively. It is used in nation-
building and state-formation as well as for revenue-generation and job creation 
through tourism. In the processes of heritage identification, inscription, management 
and monitoring we need to recognise the inequities that often arise and the feeling 
people can have that they are the victims of heritage projects. We need to ensure 
that human rights infringements are not being swept under the carpet. Only in these 
ways will human rights obligations be met and the credibility of World Heritage, 
national and local heritage lists be maintained. 
The key issue, which was central to both Shaheed's work and the Oslo work-
shop, is how to convince decision-makers and professionals to adopt a human 
rights-based approach. At the World Heritage level, the difficulties confronting 
reform within UNESCO and the World Heritage Committee as inter-governmental 
organisations have already been noted. Raising human rights is like waving a red 
flag at a bull for many UNESCO Member States and State Parties to the World 
Heritage Convention. It is perhaps not surprising that, even though the human rights 
concept lay at the heart of the 2003 'Linking Universal and Local Values' confer-
ence, the words 'human rights' are used only four times in the entire World Heri-
tage Papers No. 13 (UNESCO 2004), which is effectively the conference 
proceedings. Perhaps it might be possible to tweak the operational guidelines for 
the implementation of the World Heritage Convention in minor ways without the 
State Parties objecting. Certainly, the guidelines should remind the State Parties that 
human rights should be respected at all stages in the World Heritage Committee's 
processes. However, strong advocates are needed within UNESCO, the advisory 
bodies and elsewhere to remind State Parties, and perhaps especially those on the 
World Heritage Committee itself, that as signatories of the UDHR, the 1966 cove-
nants and other normative instruments, they are required to uphold human rights in 
all their conservation activities. 
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Harvey (2001), Smith (2006), Byrne (2008) and others, myself included (Logan 
2007a,b), have argued for some time that heritage should be seen as cultural 
practice rather than as a merely technical matter. In the present article I argue that 
the cultural practice approach should be extended by taking on human rights as a 
core, if not the core, consideration and looking both to identify significant human 
rights-related sites and to apply a human rights-based approach to the conservation 
processes of identification, inscription, management and monitoring, be they at 
world, national or local levels. As heritage professionals - practitioners, policy-mak-
ers, researchers and educators - we need to learn how to work within this new par-
adigm, to deal with the disjuncture between conservation and human rights 
principles, to adopt a human rights foundation for our heritage work, and to engage 
more fully with the public whose cultural heritage we are seeking to conserve. As 
heritage teachers, we need to reconsider what new knowledge and skills are needed 
by practitioners in their education if they are to adopt a human rights approach to 
their work. As scholars, we need to explore further the politics and politicisation of 
heritage as part of a process of challenging conventional perceptions of heritage 
and creating a more critical heritage studies discipline. We can take up Farida 
Shaheed's 'heritage as a cultural right' approach (rights to heritage); but we can go 
further to identify ways to bring human rights principles into heritage identification, 
management and monitoring (rights in heritage). Some of us might even consider 
human rights as heritage, perhaps the most significant element in the international 
heritage of humanity. 
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Heritage interpretation and human rights: documenting diversity, 
expressing identity, or establishing universal principles? 
Neil A. Silberman 
Center for Heritage and Society, University of Massachusetts Amherst, Amherst, MA, USA 
This article highlights the central role of p~blic interpretation in helping to int~­
grate human rights concerns in the evaluation and n:anag~ment of World J:Ien-
tage sites. Beginning with a brief survey of the relat1on~h1p. of cultural hentage 
to human rights in the United Nations (U~) syste~, it will t~en analyse .the 
evolving concepts of culture in UN and Umted. N~tion~ Educat1o~al; Scientific, 
and Cultural Organization policy. The paper will identify three .d1stmct culture 
concepts and associated interpretive app~oaches th~t are of potential releva.nce. to 
rights-based heritage management: (1) mterpretatron as the ac~urate, ob1ect~ve 
documentation of heritage sites; (2) interpretation as an expression of collect1ve 
identity; and (3) interpretation as promotion of the universal value of cultur~I 
diversity. The paper will conclude with an assessment of how the .systematic 
integration of all three approac~es may serve to enhance current hentage prac-
tice with a concern for human nghts. 
Introduction 
On the face of it, no quest could be nobler: to enrich and highlight the '.outstan~ing 
universal value' of World Heritage sites (Cleere 1996) with what the Umted Nat10ns 
(UN) has recognised from its founding as the outstanding universal value of hum~n 
rights (Schwelb 1964). In recent years, political scientists, legal sc~olars and social 
philosophers have separately and extensively dis~usse.d th~ complex~ty of the human 
rights concept, from the distinct standpoints of its ~lSt?ncal evolution (Hunt 2008, 
Moyn 2010, Lauren 2011), judicial definition and signifi~ance ~Blak~ 2000; Alston 
and Goodman 2007), and the perennially contentious quest10n of its umv~rsaho/ (Cer-
na 1994, Good 2010). Heritage studies scholars have discuss~d the dimen~10ns of 
'rights-based' heritage in both general terms and in (often negative) case studies fr?m 
around the world (Silverman and Ruggles 2007). Anthropologists ~nd arch~e~lo?ists 
have tackled the problem of human rights through the lens of their own disciplines, 
envisioning these disciplines to be agents of social acti~ism (Goodale 2009, Meskell 
2009, Hodder 2010). A considerable body of theoretical work has therefore .been 
assembled on the subject of human rights and their releva~ce t~ cultural ~entage. 
However, the body of academic theory is yet to be effectively mtegrated mto the 
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